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Love Disorder

A few months shy of being 18, Riri Chance's mother passed away. With no other relatives to take
her in, she had no choice but to go with leading female celebrity, Uno, because of a prior agreement
with her mother. More than the enigma, the beauty, and the riches, there was something strange
about Uno. Something that made Riri question her sexuality, her emotions, and more importantly,
her sanity.
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Riri Chance a 17 years old girl who was suddenly orphaned because her adopted mom died. Uno
was her mother talent and was given the responsibility to take care her as written in her mom's will.
They met for the first at her mom's funeral and the second time at the attorney's office. That was
when Riri noticed something was strange with Uno. Riri despite her age is actually quite mature and
level headed. She handled her situations unlike most teenagers, but at the same time Yuriko Hime
manages to retain Riri's teenager characteristics. I figured out the mystery behind Uno fairly quickly
and I think so will most readers. Everything in the books from the tinniest details all seems to
connect to one point in the story, as I kept reading I discovered why many thing started to make

sense ranging from Riri's phobia to Uno problems. Once I started reading it was incredibly hard to
put it down, the story drew you in on Riri and her internal conflicts - between mourning or loving and
be mature or selfish with what she want. It was a humerous read at the same time dark and
suspenseful. I've read Behind The Green Curtain and Love Disorder was as good if not maybe
slightly better than The Green Curtain. I definitely recommend readers to give this new author and
book a try. Yuriko Hime has officially becomes my favorite author.

As an adventurous reader, I must admit that this book is on my "Top 10 Lesbian Romance Books"
because the plot really caught my attention. It's not common for me to find a well-written book that
exclusively features the reality behind Dissociative Identity Disorder. I appreciate Yuriko Hime's hard
work on this book because I can imagine how much research it would take for someone to fully
understand DID, and how it must be conveyed towards the readers. Aside from the educational
aspects of the book, the Romantic areas didn't disappoint as well, since the main characters started
from an innocent admiration to a full-grown love. I used to wait for the weekly updates on Wattpad,
but when I got this exciting thrill to know more about the story, I couldn't wait long enough that I
ended up buying the e-book. It's totally worth it!Ms. Yuriko, I can't wait for your next books! :)

Great story. The plot, the twists, the turning out of the events. I must say this has to get a sequel
anytime soon and I cant wait for that and I wont mind buying it again to support Hime's works. She's
so brilliant writer!

This book is absolutely stunning. The plot twists, the references to her previous book(s), the
romance, the characters... It's great, well constructed and everything adds up nicely. Reading it the
second time I found a few new things I didn't notice before and subtle hints to the characters or
storyline. The characters are lovable and the story makes you want to root for them. It leaves you
hanging and makes your heartbeat accelerate in all the right moments. All in all, it'is really good
read and I would definitely recommend it.

Oh my god! This was a big leap from her book starstruck! Believe me this is worth reading. I like her
writing and how level headed and mature her characters are. I've read her book Starstruck but I
didn't really finish it. I had the opportunity to read another one of her book in wattpad entitled
'Kidnapping the Princess' and I was surprised at how well written it was for an unpublished book. As
well as this book. Because of that I'll surely stay tuned with the author's works. Those who are able

to read this should do so too.

I started reading this story when it started being posted on wattpad, but I got sucked in. I had to buy
it so that I didn't have to wait for updates every week. I love this work as well as the author's other
works. I look forward to reading everything this author has to write.

It's really worth buying for, I must say this is the first time I read a different kind of story. I follow the
author in wattpad, she's brilliant and all of her stories are superb. I'm really waiting for you to publish
L.A and Alien Bride here. Thank you and keep up the good work!

Great book! What a refreshing story, it kept me hook from first til last chapter. Riri's girls, Uno and
Blaze, captivated me so much with their personality and braveness. Really really really hoping for a
sequel.
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